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FOREWORD
We are delighted to share the following selected moments from this 
Yale-NUS Leadership LAB.  This is the second iteration of an inten-
sive, extracurricular experience that invites participants to think about 
questions of culture and identity through the mediums of travel, arts 
practice, and writing prompts.  One year ago we ran similar work-
shops in Abu Dhabi, shifting between the rapidly developing city and 
then the red sands of Liwa, the “Empty Quarter”.  This time we want-
ed to repeat the experience of moving between nature and urban 
environment, but in a completely different setting: Kerala, India.  Like 
the Abu Dhabi LAB, the goal on this trip was for students, faculty, 
and staff to gain fresh perspectives into their own lives and preoccu-
pations by filtering individual perceptions of self through unfamiliar 
spaces, objects, and communities.  The course draws lightly on the 
research of Professors Heidi Stalla and Diana Chester, who are devel-
oping a method for emerging artists, scholars, and writers to reflect 
on creative practice by studying and replicating idiosyncratic aspects 
of form across widely varying mediums.

The LAB started with a pre-departure workshop in Singapore, led by 
Professor Rebecca Tannenbaum, who asked the group to bring in 
family photographs, and then gave a series of free-writing prompts 
designed to get us thinking about the notion of Beginnings.  Where 
do our individual stories begin?  At the moment of birth?  At a specific 
moment of development, shock, or revelation?  Where do our cultural 
stories begin?  Where do all of these beginnings intersect, and how 
can considering all of these points of change and growth help us to 
think with imagination and complexity about notions of identity?  One 
purpose of this workshop was to introduce students to what they 
can discover quickly about themselves through a willingness to be 
vulnerable, to share their work, and to let go of perfection under the 
influence of messy, timed writing.  On the LAB itself, we wrote in this 
way constantly, and filled black notebooks with descriptions of the 
surroundings.  We sketched, and painted, and took photographs.  We 
recorded conversations, and the cityscape of Kochi.  Diana Ches-
ter showed us images of her ethnomusicological research about the 
folklore of Theyyam, and spoke about the simultaneous opportunities 

and challenges of combining anthropological research with arts prac-
tice.  Thus inspired, we went to the folklore museum in Kochi, and 
took in the artifacts, capturing striking pieces in charcoal on our can-
vases.  On the backwaters of Alleppey, we made up our own folktales 
and performed these for each other under lamp light on our house-
boats.  On the last day, Lauren Seaman led us through the process 
of creating an erasure poem from the accumulation of all this work, 
and Heidi Stalla led us through one of many possible beginnings of 
an essay.  Importantly, we did all of this under the influence of that 
lingering question:  Where do I begin?  How do I frame the history of 
my past, my present, and even my future?

Upon our return to Singapore we had a final workshop where we 
shared work and chose only a few pieces from the trip to put together 
in this book.  What you see here constitutes a collection of begin-
nings: first encounters with fresh windows into the self and others—a 
new way of seeing.  Inviting these kinds of encounters, being willing 
to position our individual histories and preoccupations in sympathetic 
vibration with the unknown is a pre-requisite, we decided, to notions 
of leadership.

Last but not least, none of this would have been possible without 
CIPE’s generous sponsorship and support.  In particular, we’d like to 
thank Adelle Lim and Charlotte Evans—and also LAB participants Al 
Lim and Sean Cham for their design, editing, and production of this 
beautiful book!

Heidi Stalla, Diana Chester,
Rebecca Tannenbaum, and Lauren Seaman   
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PREFACE
When a college gives its students an opportunity to study abroad, 
students are guided by an educational promise they will learn from 
the experience in meaningful, relevant ways. Colleges like Yale-NUS, 
which value and create learning opportunities like our LAB in Kerala, 
build their intellectual communities from a trusted assumption that 
global education – learning realized by engaging with difference and 
moving across cultures – develops ways of thinking that inspires the 
progress needed in our present, globalized moment of history. While 
it can be difficult to explain what exactly is gained after short, in-
tentional courses abroad, higher education continues to grow in this 
area. Through programs like CIPE’s Leadership LABs – experimental 
by nature, even by name – those of us who choose to work and study 
at schools like Yale-NUS continue to explore the possibilities for glob-
al education and experiential learning.

From my experience as someone who travels, and as someone who 
supports undergraduates in their travel, I’ve observed that for all the 
excitement and belief in global education, there are still apprehen-
sions and valid questions around how students, staff and faculty en-
gage with the places they visit. When traveling to an unfamiliar place, 
what are our assumptions of the people, place, and culture? What is 
our role as outsiders in local communities? What are our privileges 
and blind spots as visitors? Huge discomfort can come with being 
in a new place, especially if the visitor has little understanding of the 
context.

Our LAB in Kerala offered one approach to exploring an unknown 
place. On this LAB, our facilitators called our group to find genuine, 
personal entry points into Kerala, a place many of us had never been. 
Through guided writing prompts, we pivoted between self and other, 
shifting continuously between reflection and observation, what could 
be seen, heard, smelled, tasted, and felt. We used art-making and 
writing as ways to make meaning of our internal and external experi-
ences. When I tell the story of this LAB to my friends and colleagues, 
I start not with title of the course, but from my understanding of the 
crux of our learning: how one approaches an unknown context, ques-

tions and learns from the unknown, and learns about herself in the 
process. 

My entry point into this LAB was visual art – more specifically, how vi-
sual art-making awakens self-awareness. As our LAB was one about 
leadership and identity, I came to Kerala thinking about self-aware-
ness, which emerges over and over in leadership research as the 
most important quality of good leaders.  I thought about how effec-
tive leadership comes from a person who can initiate something nec-
essary while supporting and inspiring others to trust and join them. 
I thought about how leaders inspire others by being simultaneous-
ly firm and fluid, preserving what they feel is important to preserve 
while adjusting to the dynamics of different people and situations. 
I thought of the self-awareness required to adapt to new contexts, 
as one positions herself by understanding how the context relates 
to her identity: race, class, gender, the values she holds, the bias-
es she’s formed, the character she’s built, her personality, and so 
on. Self-awareness is strengthened through reflection, and I believe, 
reinforced even more profoundly through the reflection that can be 
prompted through expressive arts – writing, storytelling, music-mak-
ing, recording, performing, presenting, dancing, sketching, painting, 
cooking, designing, sculpting, and so on. On our LAB, students and 
facilitators were given permission to try as many forms of expression 
as were available, guided to discover something new in the process.

By our final day in Kerala, I revisited our LAB’s initial framing of Be-
ginnings: how do we begin our stories? I arrived at a refreshed idea, 
something I knew but hadn’t formed into words. The most satisfying 
end point for our LAB, I thought, would be if our cohort left India 
and returned to Singapore with an awareness and appreciation for 
beginnings, entry points and thresholds – how we individually best 
go through the process of beginning to know something about some-
thing unknown. In this book, you’ll gain a small sense for our entry 
points into Kerala and the ideas around self and other they led us to 
discover. 

Lauren Seaman
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INTRODUCTION
Kerala was an assault. Kerala was reflection. Kerala’s legacy lives on.

Day 1: we found ourselves, all 19 of us, on a bus blasting Hindi mu-
sic winding through Indian roads, on the way to Fort Kochi’s Rositta 
Wood Castle. The next morning, we woke to giant fishing nets, Ins-
tagram pictures in the playground, breakfast options between South 
Indian and Continental topped off with a cup of Chai, and “God’s 
Own Country.”

The sweat was very real. But at least the wind by the beach was nice 
where we walked around for two hours, recording the sounds of Fort 
Kochi. We listened, wrote, did art from the overwhelming sensory ex-
perience of the city and reflected on it for two days and two nights on 
the houseboats in Kerala’s backwaters.

The houseboats were actually really nice: kitchen, two storeys, fresh 
food for all three meals (and afternoon tea) and a speaker system in 
the “living room” to (offline) Spotify and chill. We spent time in small 
groups with each professor, engaging in writing or art prompts and 
even explored the villages we docked at. We won’t continue spelling 
out our itinerary, but we hope words and ink on the following pages 
can paint a vivid picture to capture our experiences.

How you read this book is really up to you. The book was put together 
with the intent to emulate, represent and re-convey our multifarious 
experiences and memories, in order to recreate a platform for mean-
ing-making. This is the first time everyone’s work is put together and 
we hope the associations and juxtapositions bring you, the reader, 
back as always to a place of learning. 

To end off, writing and art-making is a journey, be it into our envi-
ronment or ourselves. We strengthened our ideas of “why write?” or 
“why do art?”, and we identified entry points into another culture, 
while simultaneously reflecting on our own. Like freewriting about 
water’s constantly changing form and appearance, we discover our-
selves in the midst of change, and hold on to these notions.PHOTO BY JEVON CHANDRA
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So, let the pages speak to you while 
you follow our journey. For Kerala 
didn’t end when we boarded the plane 
back to Singapore because notions of 
our identify live on.

Al Lim and Sean Cham

PHOTO BY SEAN CHAMPHOTO BY SEAN CHAMPHOTO BY SEAN CHAM
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Describe, you say, the “sound”.

OK.

Kerala is a bridge projecting 
its voice of
Bus and motorcycle honks by my 
side.

Sound in Kerala is breath recycling
The dum de dum of a heart rumble—
Continuous, like a truck.

My ear hears thumps in stereo—
But it’s just my heart like a truck 
            trying to carry its load.

Bull Bull Brom
Plop Tweet Twittle
Swoosh Swoosh Vroom
Birds Fans
Water Dumped Into Water

Banana Leaves
Crunching
Showering
Chain Saws Going?
(Or were those Birds?)

The agitation of engine on water skin    
                    confuses the moment:

Is it becoming?
Loud or Soft?
I can’t tell.
Slumber splash of the river
Smoky vroom of manic motors
Effervescent youth and the rhythm of    
         crows—
Behind it all a distant flute and 
     a woman’s voice.

Those crows don’t get tired and those 
crickets never cease their warbling:
Warbling of men, cawing of machinery
A beep, and again, another—

Gravel crunches under wheels
Confusing nature with 
         these warbling voices—

A lull. What is real?

And then—interrupting—a beep!
The angry, insistent demanding car 
honks, crow honks,
The warbling honks of men.

Describe, you say, sound:

A low rumble, a crescendo up the 
bridge,
The forte staccato of this horn, this   
honk, as it crosses
and then
Descends.

Describe, you say, sound.
It’s a symphony of pinks and oranges,
A symphony of paper against skin 
against paper.

This paper, this skin, this paper
Where I am sitting out of bounds
Where I have written these sounds,
Even still, in paper, in pink, in skin,
In orange, in Kerala,
They’re not for me.

PAPER SYMPHONY
MEMBERS OF THE KERALA LAB

PHOTO BY SEAN CHAM
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I CAME TO KERALA
FOUND POETRY
REBECCA TANNENBAUM

Where does this story begin?

After my grandmother’s death.
When my mother found the photo.  
When my mother said,
“She visited all fifty states before she died.”

 Twenty years passed, and I came to Kerala.

I came to Kerala, and I found:

The smells of fish and ocean
Incense at the hotel
A whiff of sewage

I came to a city in Kerala, and I found:

The cats skinny and disheveled
The dogs sleek and businesslike
A goat lounging on a park bench

I came to a river in Kerala: 

The boat pointed its way like a blunted arrow
Leaving a wave behind it pointing the way it had gone.
The boat hummed along 
Against the sound of women beating laundry and men beating ham-
mers
Against a chorus of birds chanting their names. 

I came to shore in Kerala, and I found three doors:

Pass the the first:
the Holy Gate of Mercy

Pass the second:
A saint clad in red and green holds a bloodstained spear

Approach the third, still closed:
If I open it,  where will it take me?

Concrete jutting up like mangrove roots
Men in veshti on the river’s edge
Stare endlessly at coconut trees

Boats are giant belugas
Drifting on this endless mirror

The front yard made of mud and cow dung
Flattened with a heavy wooden paddle

Homes constructed of quarried porous Kerala bricks
Home is a word I associate with fixedness

I found a single blue die at the seashore
Always in motion

ERASURE POEM
DIANA CHESTER
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FOUND ART INSTALLATION
SEAN CHAM and ANISHA CHARAN



Here let us talk only to God:

  to the saint draped in Indian flower garland
  poised to pray in Latin and greet his Caucasian Jesus,

  to gold etches on blue square then black frame,
  unlockable only with Malayalam.

  To empty wood—brown dulled to grey and black
  catches its belly.

Forward-tilt-forward-forward:

  watch the slow, lazy movement.
  Sloth-like wades the the farmer holding curved blade
  and red Hindi Bible in half-submerged care.

 Away from chains and ropes that dock,
 we wander in compact script that occupies the page.
 We breathe this place. Flow and let the language of
 yesteryears change you—

Tilt to consider.

I wrote this from a compilation of five different pieces of free writing. The salient imagery 
was taken from the blue and white sign at Kalloorkadu St. Mary’s Syro-Malabar Catholic 
Forane Church in Champakulam, descriptions of the houseboat, its movement and what 
it means.

TILT
POETRY AND PHOTOGRAPHY
AL LIM
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ALONG THE BACKWATERS
FOUND POETRY
SEAN CHAM

A distinct teal,
Tattered at the sides and
Dirty from use,
Was the only color.

She was dehydrated and starved
Over time.
But she did not disturb,
Afraid to wake the sleeping neighbors.

She moved along quietly,
Humming a low tune.
But everyone around her,
Rushed along.

The angels on the wall frolicked,
They slurped at the supper table,
Shutters opened, then closed,
As she sat in silence.

Her back bent 
Towards God,
A clash of solace and the
Cacophony of the humdrum. 

I was not at peace.
I am leaving.

DIANA CHESTER
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JOSH RAGBIR

The boat is strange. Who would think of having a house on a boat? It 
just slows you down. Other than the three bedrooms, the huge kitch-
en and the stacked living room it seems like a normal 20 footer. Same 
Yamaha propeller on the back, almost the same as mine, probably a 
bit bigger.

Forget this is a boat. Is it a decent house? It’s not as big as my house 
back home, but somehow it feels like it’s got more shit. I mean the 
curtains are a bit dishevelled, the ceiling has a couple holes, the vinyl 
is swollen with water and the plastering is beginning to come off. 
Why don’t we notice this shit? If I walked into a classroom in school, 
with these things, it would look so out of place. But here it just looks 
normal.

Why?

Why does this rundown old spot feel so luxurious? Especially when 
you’re coming from luxury.

PHOTO BY MEGAN CHUA
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AFTERLIFE BY IRIS
POETRY AND ILLUSTRATION
LAUREN SEAMAN

On the backwaters in India
Charmed by the sparkle made for my eyes
Light shimmers across gentle green waves and I think
If I flung myself into the sky, the view below would be
Water pooling into an iris, Persian blue, with golden earthy flecks

Nothing catches my eye until I see
A young girl in a braid scrubbing clothes on the bank, far away she is 
Taught to scrub white clothes white, twist and beat them clean
I had blisters on my palms once from scrubbing
Rubbing cloth clean between the heels of my hands
Food, dirt, and blood that caked on pavement in front of my house 
Hey, kid, what are you doing out here so late and alone?
The girl’s braid comes undone while I watch her scrub in the daylight

At the synagogue yesterday, at noon, two little girls joined me 
Cross -legged at my feet, rumpled purple skirts, shy smiles 
They point fingers at me, and I point to my drawing
Showing them what I was trying to do on the page
Keep them, bless them, and be gracious
When I ask you, so afraid, if I build the fire will you fetch the water? 
At the synagogue yesterday, at noon, two little girls joined me

Age is more pronounced here, she said
And I didn’t believe her or understand her or wish to —
What do we do when we let ourselves be children?
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The Unrecorded 
Moments
ALAINE JOHNSON

I came to Kerala in late February 2016. I saw streets with autos cruis-
ing up and down unmarked roads and fishing nets drawing in the 
sea. I heard beeping, honking, the trilling sing-song beating rhythm of 
Malayalam undulating towards my ears like the gentle ebbing of the 
backwaters. I felt tranquility, I felt carelessness and let go of guilt to 
the tropical landscape, to the palm fronds, to the man climbing up the 
coconut tree, to the dimpled green waters, to the chirping birds. I en-
countered purple-trimmed churches in sweltering villages and spar-
kling pink saris washed in the backwaters. I found the unexpected – a 
Chinese tile in a Jewish synagogue in India. Now, I’m left wondering; 
what is the boundary between foreign and familiar?

Kochi is safe, warm, and inviting. One afternoon, I ventured out on 
my own and sat down by a wide residential road lined with open, airy 
houses and protectively sheltering trees. The ants crawled by as I 
sat cross-legged on the gravel next to a parked auto. I looked up at 
the house. It belongs to The Secret Garden, with multiple shuttered 
windows painted a teal blue and a purple trim all along the gate and 
the door. I looked down at my white paper to draw it. Over the course 
of the next three hours, I blended into the scene of a lazy Sunday 
afternoon in Kochi. Neighbors came and offered me a chair to sit on. 
People meandering by offered me smiles, stopped, and watched me 
draw – not because I was strange – but because I was recreating a 
piece of their neighborhood, their home, their lives, through my own 
eyes, I’d like to think. Two boys pranced around my paint dish and 
the younger one tried to touch the paint. A little girl cycled in loops 
around me on a glittering pink bicycle. Her mother beckoned to her 
and I glanced up with a smile and a nod to assure her I was not being 
bothered. We shared a moment of maternal understanding. I stood 
up as the sun was setting with a mediocre rendition of the home, but 
with a sense of familiarity. I, too, would have mischievously tried to 

dip my fingers in a stranger’s paint and been scolded by my older 
brother. Underneath the cloak of spices, exotic food, humidity, and 
striking clothing, the look I shared with the girl’s mother was the same 
look I recognized in my mom when she would share a glance with 
other parents whose naughty kids were likewise creating havoc. 

India had many moments of invitation. Unlike my afternoon in Kerala, 
my first plunge into India was a moment of chaos. I was 17, the same 
age as William Dalrymple was when he first went to India and wrote 
The City of Djinns. It was May, and the white marble of the Taj Mahal 
was hot enough to burn you. Clutching a 40-rupee platform ticket, 
I waited for the third-class train which would take me from Agra to 
Delhi. As soon as it pulled in, the crowds moved towards it in a mob 
before the passengers had even alighted. Both forces pushed at each 
other, neither allowing the other passage through. I was being shoved 
in every direction – yelling, pushing, sweat mixing and smearing, heat 
rising. So I shoved, using elbows to make space for my body which 
was threatening to be lost, blotted out by a world of people who have 
themselves to worry about first. Women in hijabs yelled angrily as I 
squeezed through sticky flesh and damp clothing to grasp onto the 
iron hand rail of the train. I pulled myself up, sensing that the strug-
gle had been worth it. I ducked under dangling feet, around women 
holding babies, and took advantage of the first free spot I saw next 
to a woman. Easing into my sweaty seat, I became one of the 23 
million daily passengers on India’s railways. This small victory was 
my acceptance and participation in the chaos which previously over-
whelmed me. For millions, it is the daily commute. I shared stories 
with the woman I sat next to, thinking we would never meet again 
after the journey. A few years later, I am waiting on the steps by her 
apartment in Noida. We embrace, and I notice we are clad in match-
ing red coats. Since that particularly sweltering day we traveled to-
gether on the train, she has been married and divorced and I have 
uprooted my life twice. 

I find myself in India once again, further away from Kochi now in the 
backwaters, a place where the chirping of birds and Malayalam words 
swirl together and float through the still night air, devoid of light, but 
filled by ripples and stars. It is interrupted by drumming; fast, slow, 
syncopated, now faster. A hundred white saris glide by, hanging over 
shoulder after shoulder and bearing the coconut glows of a goddess. 
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And then with a single beat, the aura dissipates, the energy flows 
onwards, and the road is left vacant but for one lonely auto which 
rumbles by in a crescendo until reaching the forte of its horn over a 
bridge, and then it descends into darkness. Part of me follows the 
effervescence of the festival and another part of me recedes into the 
welcoming silence of the backwaters. It is the same silence which 
captivates my solitary mind atop a seaside bluff in Canada, at a forest 
monastery in Thailand, and while watching the sunrise in Swaziland. It 
overwhelms me walking in the sand beneath the stars in Mozambique 
and makes the silent world more real than the world of speech. It is 
the silence which gives fame to the most fearless man in the world, 
perched 15 meters high in a coconut tree of green and brown going 
tick-tack-tick, for the sweet taste of a thousand years.

An Indian man in a nearby village greets a friend and me with ‘Kon-
ichiwa’. He speaks to us with a Malayalam lilt and the occasional 
twang of a Canadian accent. He looks at me in my kurta, notices 
the glint of my nose ring. Are you Indian, he asks me. No, I say, but 
I think to myself that I could be whoever you want me to be. I look 
around at the rice paddies, wondering if there’s some commonali-
ty here gone incognito. The enigmatic green rippling surface of the 
backwaters flows us in and out through communities. The water has 
little viscosity of worldly resistance; it expands and mellows as it en-
velops our houseboats and I wish I could dip in. There is nothing more 
exhilarating, more liberating, than immersing one’s entirety, eliminat-
ing the barrier between one’s body and the world. In comparison to 
the rest of India, Kerala is a moment of silence for introspection. It 
is the film where one breaks away, steps back from the chaos, and 
peers through the window of a thatched houseboat into themself. 
India’s 1.3 billion souls no longer bamboozle, but flow. The contrasts 
no longer shock me, but intrigue me. The sun-kissed pavement in 
Mattancherry receives the pitter-patter of children’s feet as they play 
football in the alleys. Blood drips down onto the same pavement from 
the brilliant white of the cows’ skulls which I can’t help but stare at, 
almost too grotesque not to admire.

I’m left with a child-like wonder and fascination at a world far too 
big for me to grasp in the palm of my hand. I dabble in the unknown 
armed only with my faith in serendipity. What I write here is not what 
I saw, or what I heard, or what is. It is what happened between the 

blaring of a horn, while boarding a train, before a boat reaches the 
dock. All that which goes unseen and unrecorded pulls me in, wraps 
me up, and I don’t even realize what has become familiar until I’m 
back again. What of this is India, and not of me? What of this is not 
of India, but of you? What, in these moments of waking to a tropical 
sun and sleeping in the unending embrace of the backwaters, is all of 
us? Lines blur, boundaries shift, limitations morph. There is no clear 
demarcation between me, you, India – there is only the moment in 
which it all exists together.
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ALAINE JOHNSONSEAN CHAM
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SYBIL
HEIDI STALLA

In the Vedas, it all begins
with sea indistinguishable from sky.
Dawn, a bejeweled dancing girl 
raises her lamp, tosses her head,
so that water-colored jewels on her brow
scatter like wet fire on the waves.
Sleep curls on the water like mist
and Dawn throws down her gauntlet
creating light, bringing Being from Non-Being, 
shattering Sea from Sky
baring her breast to the gates of darkness and
driving her luster deep into unfathomable waves
and back again.

A drop falls
Another stage has been reached
Stage upon stage

Datta, Dayadhvam, Damyata:  
Give, Sympathize, Control    

In my hymn, it all begins
with a doula’s words and the steady fall of snow: 
It’s a girl, but I make no promises.
Through the attic room, fire dances on brick 
and smoke rises stage by stage with each
bleating cry.  I am prematurely awake
while my mother lies supine 
in a bathtub of ice.

Birth is an obvious.

But what about that other beginning: 
The moment we see the first shape of a self
we can’t recognize?  We peer, through a glass darkly, at

Clio, the Muse of History, dancing the dawn of
what we remember; what we decide; what we re-shape;
begun again and yet to begin.

Yesterday I saw Jesus in Kochi.

He was painted on a wall
jowl by jowl, right there with Shiva: 
Pink and Blue, twinned and loud and bright
two brassy sides of a cymbal singing through space.  
And then I saw the living painter, crouched beside these gods.
Grief, he told me with his eyes, is something we must carry alone
until the distance between what we want to touch
and the actual distance of our reach 
becomes a myth.

Let me sit on the upper deck of this stage
while the feathers of sleep are pressed to my eyes;
let myself be drawn beyond the reach of these backwaters
so that History, for just this stage, is denied a moment’s vision.
Here, water pools and tightens
taut Like a muddy buffalo skin— 
‘til to disrupt, I drop this pen; the water breaks;
and my words slip into the smoothness of orange shadow.

What if we tried not to homogenize water?
But named its colors for all the races of earth?
I have this thought and then put it away.
For now, my hymn dissolves, changed by the pipe of music, and
the bleat of a lamb on the bank.
My encounter with India, dissolves
into an encounter with self.

Are we anything more than the clatter of breakfast plates, 
sounding like cymbals through the murmur of morning?
And is my soul anything more than water folded into ice,
to quell a mother’s fever, or to 
press against your cheek on this hot, hot day?

Datta, Dayadhvam, Damyata: 
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Give, Sympathize, Control.    
  
Communication is health;
Communication is truth;
Communication is happiness.
For what good is percipience
if these gods cannot stretch beyond the self?

My eye is forever sleeping and waking
Now I sleep, now I wake
And the I of History, 
the I that would see through me,
Opens and shuts.  

This difference we make so much of—
this identity we so feverishly cherish,
as History softly sleeps, is overcome.

I will never understand the harder problems of philosophy
nor, standing here, will I read the original Vedas;
I will only truly see through a glass darkly 
at just that moment when the daughter of Sky
extends her luster—
I ask only not to be divided between up here and down there
but to stand in that air where sea folds into sky
and trespass there, and stay, and tell day-to-day stories.

PHOTO BY HEIDI STALLA
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The Ebbs & Flows 
of Time
DAVID CHIA

I was in Kerala in late February 2016, I saw cultural hybridity of col-
ors, artifacts, and scents. I heard barring tsk tsk horns juxtaposed 
with the singing of indigenous birds. I felt displaced temporally – I was 
in a different time zone. I encountered intense olfactory and sensory 
experiences. I found myself exhausted and exhilarated simultaneous-
ly under the scorching Kerala sun. Now, on the afternoon before I fly, 
I’m left wondering about the past of the maritime past of Fort Kochi 
– what was it before I arrived?

In China-blue, the tiles of the Jewish Synagogue captured traces of 
Cochi’s trading past. An indistinct man rows a boat in romanticized 
China over a river that doesn’t look too different from the backwaters 
of Alleppey. A pagoda towers the landscape of Chinese houses. Why 
is it there? And how did it get there? The Jewish Synagogue of Kera-
la’s Maritime past is canvased with navy blue, the sea, the lake. The 
labyrinthine streets of Cochi resist change, yet aren’t impervious to it. 
Indian and tourist pedestrian alike trod these cobblestone pathways 
donned in kurtas and sarees. Tuk tuks call themselves ‘Indian Ferraris’ 
yet are anything like an actual Ferrari. 茶 Cha became Chai. Pastel 
Portuguese colors infuse with the blue of Ming Chinaware. British 
has given India a bilingual flair in the signage; the Dutch imprinted an 
architecture that is retained in the windows, tiles, doors and gates of 
the Cochin landscape. It was a confluence of temporality — the past 
and the present is fused in the tiny town of Fort Cochi.

In India, machines, animals, and humans live in ironic tension of har-
monies. Birds chirped like the low humming of a houseboat motor, 
perpetual and continuous. Beeps punctuate birds, displacing tourists 
walking on roads. Bulls, cows, dogs, cats, and goats lie amidst the 
sellers by the Chinese fishing nets. The vendors sold hybrid parapher-
nalia from tablas to spicy nuts and lentils. “Where are you from?” they 

asked me. Some assumed, “Malaysia? Korea? Japan? Indonesia?” 
Were the same questions asked by the traders? I wonder. Is the grid-
like formation of the Chinese tiles of the Jewish Synagogue similar to 
present-day Instagram in its indexical arrangement. Catholic church-
es were situated next to mosques. Just down the road from the Jew-
ish synagogue was a Jain temple. Hindu temples interspersed the 
rest of Cochi. The Folklore museum captured a similar juxtaposition 
of tension and harmony, of culture, religion, and art form. Puppets 
suspended like Hainanese chicken stalls on the second floor. Sculpt-
ed animal heads and bodies were arranged alongside theater masks, 
costumes, and carvings. The visual intensity was no different from 
scrolling through the internet. 

We began our journey in the air; they began their journey in the water. 
We continued our journey in water; they continued their journey in 
land. We are tourists; they are traders. Kerala was and is a space for 
both. Maybe the feeling wasn’t temporal displacement but more of 
a familiar reconnection with the past. Maybe I wasn’t exhausted by 
the intense Kerala sun but by the nostalgia cultural confluences. And 
maybe, just maybe my Instagram images of Cochi that I’ve captured 
are not any different from the grid-like tiles of the Jewish Synagogue, 
expect one in pixels and another in paint.

Now on the evening when I fly, I’m left wondering –– how different are 
we from our past? We live in a world where the future appears more 
than its past. We live a present where we live like hamsters running on 
wheels, feeling the illusion of progress yet are in its materiality stag-
nant. Fort Cochi suspends that illusion of progress with its tuk tuks, 
its labyrinthine streets, and its authentic hybridization. The progress 
associated to Ferraris are arrested in tuk tuks. We ebb and flow like 
the lake; the past, the present, the future intertwine like the weavings 
of sarees, and kurta. Globalization is complicit in the illusion of prog-
ress, an illusion for economic laissez-faire, for deep in our history, our 
past, our core, our present, and our future, there was, will, and is a 
confluence of past and present. All that’s changed is the context, and 
our performance within them.
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TIDE
MEGAN CHUA

I could feel it all around me, from the song of the wind to the soil 
below my feet,
The Sunlight
penetrating
the delicate surface of the ocean as I look from beneath. Its rays 
intensified
overwhelming my senses
the tip of my nose caressed the surface of the serene sea.
The new and spectacular staining my skin.

I don’t remember nothing.
PHOTO BY SEAN CHAM
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PURPOSE
ANANDITA SABHERWAL

A candle lit-up with LED lights
Ready to glisten on the water canvas

Avoiding safe, covered canals
For a change.

Now melted, unshaped wax
Fleeting reflections on the water mirror

Searching its essence among sun spirals
Fluttering carefree.

The unknown land (or the lack of it) bred a crucial personal connec-
tion. The all encompassing water shape-shifted from a reliable mir-
ror to an empowering canvas as our houseboat sailed along. I felt 
a strong urge to flow in its rhythm, simply because I shared it. By 
constantly embracing me, It allowed me to just be. Assisted by the 
shimmers of light, fleeting reflections of moving boats, and traces of 
nourished flora - I fell in love with this enabling vessel of life. In this 
water I found what I truly admired, and what I would strive to create. 
The water was selfless, understated, giving. It reflected back to me 
my desire to give unconditionally, serve diligently, and traverse gently. 
The water was not passive. It actively splashed visions of endless 
possibilities. It was my canvas, and I was finally ready to glisten, un-
apologetic like the rays of the Kerala sun. Inspired, I vowed to create 
a similar environment in my own quirky, unconventional way, wherev-
er I went, with whoever I encountered. The water was a Launchpad 
that reconnected me to 

Myself.
My ultimate aim.

My purpose.

Somewhere along the perils of a bustling life of agendas and to-do 
lists, we had become 

Strangers.
Not anymore.

AHOY
DAVID CHIA

Heavy Tropical Downpour
I see God in the water
Crocodiles and scale,
I am in a church
Sheltered from the tragedy, of 
scale,
yet crocodile scales are here.
Where      do      I   go?

Ahoy, Amen 
My rituals are naval,
My wheel is like the sun of 
God,
Water is above and around,
Omnipresent like God,
It ebbs and flows,
calms like holy water

Ahoy, Amen,
Head, Chest, Left, Right
Father of God, Son and Holy 
Spirit,
North, South, East, West,

It is raining,
a heavy downpour,
where is it raining,
Outside       or    within       –
I’m not sure.

We hybridize,
like          a           Macdonalds
localized menu,
globalize like
God and our Holy Spirit

Word and water
Body              of               God
Body of Water
Atonement
At-one-ment
The body water
Ahoy …

Amen.
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When the mouth of the river meets the sea 
Where is the civilization?
I really have no idea

Maybe it began in India 5000 years ago?
But who remembers the 80 million Indians that died? 
Their story seems to have spread just as far as it can go 
And doesn’t seem to want to go any further

“Miserando Ante Eligendo” 
Suffering before Salvation I guess

Where’s the 
civilization?
JOSH RAGBIR

PHOTO BY AL LIM
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Trace
TEO XIAO TING
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i came to kerala in late february 2016. i saw colours bright enough to 
make tangible the air, scents a collective confession. i heard the crows 
awake at midnight, machines and moving things. i felt apprehensive, a 
decidedly firm planting of my feet on the ground. i encountered conver-
sations, bits of english small enough to keep cosy in my back pocket. 
then, i found flowers left stranded on dusty sidewalks, faded yellows and 
pinks. now, on this afternoon before we fly i am left wondering why i hide 
words, and where they lie waiting.

0640: the masala black tea arrived on a worn wooden cart, metal 
cylinder glistening in pale pink sun. it was pushed along by an equal-
ly worn man— the fishing port came to life then, voices stretching 
thin across plastic buckets encased in brine. the English ricocheting 
through the crowds pulled people to us, and language multiplied as it 
went through different tongues. we bought a paper cupful of tea, and 
the man tossing tea between different cups started to ask questions, 
the same ones as those before him.

“where are you from?” 
“here for... holiday?”

we lacked the language to reach each other, and so we fell into silence 
soon after. the people who had since gathered around us picked up 
where he left off, and began asking if we liked kerala (yes), if we were 
going to stay for long (no). we answered, asked questions of our own, 
and spoke easier as our cups emptied. this semblance of a conversa-
tion made me yearn for an exchange beyond language. imagine what 
we could begin to learn if language weren’t in our way, if we could 
understand how he too, had seen tea tossed around in paper cups as 
a child, adults bartering over sea-stock in the background.

before this trip, i lost my words. unlike the man who fed the strays, my 
words wouldn’t come regardless of the ears waiting to receive them.

on our last day in cochin, we watched her wake. 0615: ilya and i 
slipped out of the building’s side gate, unhinged. the streets were 
empty, streetlamps bleary and lit with orange. the next ten minutes 
we spent traversing paved roads and dirt paths.

0626: we heard the crows’ wings frantic towards the fishing port; saw 

a man feeding stray animals, hair pulled into a fraying white bun. he 
looked like he came with the morning fog. we watched as his hands 
reached into the bag of crumbs, scattering morsels of white on rough 
grey tiles. initially, only cats curled at his feet. later, the dogs came in 
a trail of blacks and browns. the last to join the breakfast club was a 
murder of crows.

it was fascinating how the animals came running to him from every 
narrow alleyway, almost a homecoming. he noticed us within the first 
ten minutes.

“hallo!”

his voice was still moon-cold, groggy but inexplicably sharp. our con-
versation ended with the same greeting that started it— none of us 
had the vocabulary to say anything more. ilya and i struggled for a 
while, gesturing towards the bread crumbs and the rising sun to ask 
if this was a daily routine. he nodded, but i couldn’t be sure if he un-
derstood what we were trying to ask, if that nod was for something 
else instead. it made me wonder what answers he swallowed that 
morning, if those words will surface again to another pair of ears more 
ready to receive them. i felt a rush of desire to pick up Malayalam 
then, even just to understand that little bit of breakfast conversation.

0224: one of my first nights in kerala— i sat unprotected against mos-
quitoes outside our rooms, in conversation with someone i trusted 
enough to admit uncertainty. it was an honest conversation, laced 
with wisps of cigarette smoke, familiar. we spoke about malaria and 
permanence, toyed with the idea of eventual insignificance, a dimin-
ished ‘i’. in the middle of it all i realised it wasn’t the words that were 
lost to me, but the allowance to speak anything less than true. truth-
fulness takes precedence: if i cannot be honest, i deign to be silent 
instead. that night, and many nights after, i taught myself to speak 
again. tenuously, then concretely, through pixels and ink.

sometimes i feel like words have a mind of their own, that we are 
merely vessels for them to escape onto paper, screens— anything 
willing to receive them. when i returned to singapore, syntax and se-
mantics began to feel like a new language to be relearnt, something 
to keep my ears, straining for familiar sounds, awake. each word be-
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came heavy with the history of meanings, a possibility of memory. 
there are still periods of silences, tenors lost in translation from heart 
to throat, a struggle to keep time with honesty. but perhaps, if we 
deign to keep a dictionary of words once discarded, we can begin to 
trace and track the words we swallow and subsequently lose.

WHY DO YOU CRY?
FOUND POETRY
JEVON CHANDRA

When the years still mark beginnings,
and I am still healthy.

And though I forget, even the days sunk in the ocean
were once touched by light.

The departed remembers the departed.
For all that decays once gave life, and

the road, though aged brown, 
still paves.
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I can’t explain why the wind calls me
With untethered foam.

My neck is sore from turning,
Our distance has grown, much like how

The waves glint purple
And recede, leaving a trace of skin.

Sand dials back its shine and
Morphs into ship’s yellowed light,

Pierces my eyes and I wish,
Sometimes, you sat

Crashed with me.

with me
POETRY BY AL LIM

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SEAN CHAM
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Some Attempts At 
Reconciliation
JEVON CHANDRA

I came to Kerala in late February 2016. I saw freckles of streetlight as 
my plane was landing. I heard the drone of chatter in a foreign tongue 
when I disembarked. I felt unacknowledged. I encountered the faces 
of many who would recognise that I am not from around here, and 
guess my hometown to be Japan. Then, I found kindness in their 
smiles anyway, and I smiled back at them. Now, on this afternoon, 
before we fly, I’m left wondering if I, in their shoes, would treat them 
just the same.

I think I have been thinking a lot of about privilege and responsibility 
lately, and the sober realization that my life is not my own. Surely, 
there is presumptuousness in admitting and acknowledging that what 
I do matters, and that, by extension, I am thus important to some 
people. Perhaps that is also the case for anyone else. I’d like to think 
that everyone I encounter, even those that threaten to rip me off, is 
dear to someone, that everyone is another’s son or daughter. When I 
was younger, I might have leapt into the ocean. But now, I approach 
the water with inertia, and sometimes, all I feel is the sunburn on my 
neck, and so can no longer extend graciousness by instinct.

It’s interesting to see how, in a land in which English is not the primary 
language, phrases are essentialised to a couple of words: where you 
go, now, eat, where you from. And where words fail, gesticulation 
takes over. And what a miracle they are, taking us back to pre-lan-
guage innocence. So, when even greetings are stunted, we earn rap-
port more diligently: smile a little longer, laugh a little louder, and nod 
a little harder.

But when words do work, what conversations that transpire! There 
is something about walking in itself that nurses a meditative rhythm. 
And there is something about the white noise of waves, the gentle 

embrace of morning sun, and feet curling up in sand that generate 
conversation. There is nothing the common sea would not take, no 
secrets we could not (carelessly) tuck in the corners of this foreign 
land. I’ve forgotten much of the sounds of the city, but can vividly 
recall conversations; I’m not sure if I listened less, or more.

Maybe in the space of all that I’ve failed notice lie space for others, 
back alleys and in-betweens left for other inhabitants or visitors to 
occupy. We talk and complement or contrast our stories, like couples 
that wish to share food but are unable to decide on one dish. Where 
today morning the playground is loved by children and their parents, 
each trying to out-adore the other, tomorrow is Monday and there will 
be no one around. Still, the canopy rustles above, the leaves from 
each sprawling branch willfully tangled with those from another, and 
light tangoes through them even when there is no one to shine on.

I’m not sure if the city knows we were there at all, not sure if the 
smiles I see are smiles of recognition, if greetings on their own bear 
imprint on the mind. To it, I am but one of many tourists. But for me, 
Kerala is the only Kerala I know. I had initially thought it’d be apt say 
that our houseboat tears through water. Except, no tears were made 
at all. I sat at the front of the boat to see the waters part for our cruise; 
I sat at the back to see the waters reconcile, without grudge. My 
eavesdropping does not change the course of any conversation, and 
the bargain I did not follow through will be completed by someone 
else. The bed in the hotel will be remade after I leave.

So why do I cry? There is nothing special here. I too can only lose 
what I once had, and am invincible only until my first fall. 
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A-MISS

the first thing i see
on my phone
when the wifi starts to work
 you there?
a queue of urgent
calls (i presume)
i haven’t seen your name in a while

you needed me
and i had been waiting for my use
and all i could muster was
 i am away

POETRY AND PHOTOGRAPHY
ADAM LAU
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blue die belugas

Swirling circles atop circles, like the cherry on an ice cream Sun-
day.  The cross at each of its four tips had a single scoop of ice 
cream topped with a cherry.  The cross rests on squid legs, six of 
them, spreading down from the bottom of the cross one end touch-
ing the floor and the others angled like claws of a porcelain bathtub.  
Coils ascend in spiraling circumferences from the bottom cherry of 
the cross, adding a wide base of support. The cross, the cherries, 
scoops of ice cream and squid legs all sit atop nothingness on a red 
backdrop. The front of a Malayalam prayer book for St. Mary’s Forane 
Church in Champakulam, on the backwaters in Kerala, the Southern 
most state on the sub continent of India.

Jin Madina asum sehay, Jin Madina asum sehay, Jin Madina asum 
sehaym, Happy Birthday to you. Shantilal reluctantly sang for our 
amusement and to accompany the pink floral birthday cake we cer-
emoniously cut moments earlier.  It was a celebration of life, culture, 
and prosperity. Our final morning on the houseboats was followed 
by a celebration at their owner’s home. His house was large, new, 
and sparsely decorated. He had a formal living room where we first 
entered the house and through a small threshold there was a dining 
room, computer desk, three doorways, and a stairwell to the upstairs.  
On the table, Shantilal had gathered ladu, coke, jaggery bananas, and 
the pink cake.  The nineteen of us awkwardly jammed ourselves into 
his dining room where two couches and two chairs filled the space. 
Later we were also joined by his wife, and his almost one-year-old 
daughter, who was currently behind door #1 downstairs, sleeping.  

Shantilal explained that next month, in March, his daughter would 
turn one and he would hold a large celebration at his home, inviting 
all of his relatives and friends. “The first birthday is very important 
for good luck and prosperity,” he explained.  We all continued chit-
chatting and eventually said our farewells. I had visited Shantilal’s 
home two weeks earlier, and at that time it felt foreign, unfamiliar, 
and strange.  With little additional experience under my belt, this visit 

I was a seasoned veteran of the place, helping others to navigate 
his home. A few more weeks and I’d probably be living there, who 
knows. Something about India, its hospitality, communal nature and 
people’s kindness and openness, make me reasonably certain I could 
end up living with total strangers and feel good about it. Most days I 
am not sure I would feel good about living in my own mother’s house, 
which makes me wonder about the setting for home on my internal 
compass.  Home is a word I have always associated with fixedness.  
A home. My home. The home.  It has been an identity tied to an object 
or a place.  Home is where my house is. 

When I began moving around the word, home became a flat, an 
apartment, or a room somewhere. Home was fixed: furniture, floor 
mats, wall hangings, all perfectly in place.  Whether outfitted like a 
palace, or merely with a mat and pin-up, my homes have been made 
according to my aesthetics and standards, resulting in a space that 
I can let down in, entertain in, and be at home in.  This is the home 
I come back to after work, where I take showers, make dinner, start 
and finish projects, and most importantly feel a sense of ownership 
about. 

I imagine if all of these criteria were met that I could have a home 
that moved.  A home that remained the same on the inside while the 
world around it changed.  I could have a home on wheels or a home 
on a boat, perhaps even a collapsible home that I fold up and take 
with me somewhere new.  Perhaps even a home in motion. Perhaps 
I could carry my floor mat and pin-up to Shantilal’s house and set it 
up behind door #2 on the ground floor and call that home.  Would my 
home be in motion then?  I guess it would be a home that moves, 
then stays put, then moves again.  Maybe I would pick up some ad-
ditional objects that make up home in that new place and then I can 
carry that object to another home.

DIANA CHESTER
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SHARLENE CHOW

Competitive? Perhaps,
I am totes stronger, faster and fitter.
Rupees? How much,
I want to buy all of what they can buy.

When I grow up,
Will I have padis filled with rows of green,
Or only potatoes and green chillies to eat?

Fears of the 
Competitive

PHOTO BY JEVON CHANDRA
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JO-ANN HENG

I have a complicated relationship with visual art – by that I mean I 
wish to understand it, but it continually evades my comprehension, 
and so, like a petulant child, I have decided it is beneath me entirely. 
I don’t want to be a girl about art. I don’t want to be clingy and needy 
and beg for it to reveal its meaning to me. If visual art remains so de-
liberately obscure, then our paths shall never cross.

I remember going on a school trip to Paris and visiting the Musée 
d’Orsay, which all my classmates had gushed about and I stared at 
the Degas, Monets and Rembrandts with a strange sort of apathy. 
There were Important Things going on here, I assured myself. The 
dabs of white, pink, lilac, a lighter shade of purple that wasn’t lilac 
and green (I think that was green) were all Very Important in art. But 
I felt distant and disconnected from it, as if I were merely admiring 
another pretty item on display.

Art shouldn’t feel like that, I thought, especially good art, which this 
was meant to be. Next to me, my boyfriend at the time described in 
great length how vibrant the paintings were, how the figures in the 
foreground suggested this, how one’s eyes would naturally be drawn 
to these cluster of flowers. I nodded along vaguely, and tried not to 
feel guilty about failing a test on how sophisticated I was supposed to 
be. I was in the Musée d’Orsay and all I could think of was how every-
thing looked nice, mostly. I was both intellectual and artistic garbage.

When we were tasked to write about our first piece of visual art, I felt 
momentarily shy about my choice of work. Unlike everyone else, who 
had chosen something artistic and inspired - the sunset at the beach, 
the green coconuts, the abandoned construction sites suspiciously 
left open, I was mesmerized by drawings of the female body in a 
small art exhibition and decided to copy them for the assignment. In 
comparison to their lush works of art, mine felt like a meagre offering. 
I could only pick things that seemed pretty to my untrained eye. Yet 
after reflecting on this incident, I came to the conclusion that maybe 
my art piece was not a poorer choice, but rather a different one.

There’s a certain kind of relief and excitement in seeing the familiar in 
an unfamiliar environment, the same kind of perverse thrill when you 

see a McDonalds or Starbucks overseas, a weird inexplicable kind of 
glee. I felt the same way looking at those paintings, ah ha! I thought 
to myself, issues about the female body, this is something I am well 
acquainted with. So, I selected that work because it revealed certain 
truths about myself, instead of the environment around me.

As I was describing the reasons behind my choice, I wrote in my 
book, “often movements about female beauty feel inaccessible to 
me. I am too thin to engage in the conversation about plus-sized 
beauty, too untoned to join the beautiful healthy gym going girls in 
sports bras and yoga tights, and too uncomfortable in my own body 
to just feel settled... I feel very lost, unmoored and restless, like I don’t 
fit into a place I think I belong to.” The art depicted female bodies as 
a curious mix of down-to-earth and otherworldly. While female bodies 
were exposed as having lumps, wrinkles, and folds of fat, they were 
also missing limbs and given the tops pitcher plants for heads.

The artist commented that it was to portray the conflicting beauty and 
violence of females. On some level, this painting resonated with me, 
and even though I still felt envious looking at the technically superior 
and more creative works that my friends made, there was a lingering 
feeling of pride that – at least I did something, and at least it mattered 
to me.

When we were tasked to start creating pieces of visual art though, 
it was another mental challenge I had to overcome. It was difficult 
not to doubt my artistic capabilities when I felt like I drew something 
poorly, and even more difficult not to feel like an imposter if my draw-
ings did go well.

As we explored the Jewish synagogue, we were assigned to sketch a 
tile. I picked one decorated with blooming flowers and crooked twist-
ed trees. The sketch assembled itself painstakingly slowly - I drew 
and redrew, added lines and even (shamefully) took out correction liq-
uid to remove them. I struggled most with the flowers - each layer of 
petals had to be similar but complementary, and had to work in tan-
dem to spread outwards in a coherent semicircle shape. Eventually, 
the disparate branches and loose-leaf petals structured themselves 
into a complete drawing. I looked up, tired but satisfied, from my 
book and found myself typecast in a role I don’t entirely occupy - art 
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student sketching her environment. Tourists peered over my shoulder 
and congratulated me on my work, and I did not have time to explain, 
“this isn’t me! this isn’t what I normally do!” before they left.

The experience left me feeling strangely desperate and panicked. For 
reasons I could not articulate, it was important that the tourists who 
walked past knew that I was a complete amateur and too inexperi-
enced to even be called a budding artist. Even now as I write this 
essay, I am not entirely sure why it bothered me so much. Perhaps I 
thought that my attempts at art, while decent for someone with neg-
ligible background in visual art, were not worthy to be labelled the 
“Work of a Serious Art Student.” The label of an art student was es-
pecially lofty to me, and even though I recognised intellectually that 
it was irrational to think so, the weight of the label remained with me.

I wish I could tie this essay up neatly by telling you that I got over 
my insecurities when it comes to art and that I have set up a tiny 
studio in my suite where I effortlessly create glorious paintings on a 
weekly basis. But to be honest, I have always been focused on get-
ting things right, and only recognizing my achievements if I think they 
have passed a bar I set for myself.

With art – both the creation and appreciation of it, this rings true also 
but on this trip, and throughout my college experience so far, I am 
learning to be kinder and more forgiving to myself. Perhaps I’ll rarely 
find art that moves me and perhaps even if it does, it may not be the 
‘good’ art that people often adore. Perhaps I will never make as good 
art as I want to, and perhaps my expectations of myself are more to 
blame for that than my artistic skills. But I think now that I am content, 
perhaps – I don’t need definite answers on why I think this way, or to 
make concrete plans to break through my mental barriers so that I 
would be free to create. For now, I am happy to just stand back and 
admire the pretty pictures.

SHARLENE CHOW
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hey, where’s my ball?
ILYA KATRINNADA
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entRY INTO A 
NEW WORLD
ANISHA CHARAN

We walked curiously towards the gaping hole, and stared in awe. 
Mum had warned us not to wander too far off, but to find a cave in 
the midst of Kirin Island - well, what an adventure!

The cave was both ominous-looking and exhilarating at the same 
time. Like a Siren, it called out to us - drawing us closer and closer 
until it towered above us, its pitch black staring back at us in the 
shape of a large O. It sent shivers up and down my spine. Several 
sharp rocks littered the bottom, a clear tell-tale that falling was not 
an option.

Quickly (after all, we only had till dinner time), we entered the Jaws of 
the creature. We leaped over its rocks, missing death by only a few 
inches and pulled ourselves onto the glazed surface of the cave. My 
sister’s flashlight hardly made much of a difference. A tiny star against 
the deep dark sky.

Time passed ... My eyes had grown used to the dark. I could see 
shadows on the floors. But suddenly- a glimmer of white caught my 
eye. I bent down and with my pinkie, picked up a tiny snail’s shell. 
Smooth and small, it twirled back into itself leaving a tiny black hole 
in its wake. I peeked into the hole, my wide eye staring into the blank 
blackness.

“Hey-” cried my sister. “Do you feel the walls getting smoother?” she 
asked, a strange look on her face, her palm firmly pressed against the 
cave wall.

Suddenly, the cave felt very small. “It’s closing in!” she shrieked, 
“come on, get out!”
A wave of water splashed against us and I was thrown back against 

the wall. I got a shock. The walls were smooth and very warm, like the 
inside of a creature...

I scrambled back up to my sister. Water was rolling in from every 
direction now. It was difficult to find the entrance of the cave, but a 
small white light became our beacon of hope. We swam towards it 
but the roaring waters had a different idea in mind. Almost at once, 
we were both flung backwards by an incoming wave and then furi-
ously thrown forward against the jawed opening of the cave. I shut 
my eyes waiting for the impact, but none came. There were no rocks.

But there was also no air! The cave had drowned beneath water. I 
grabbed my sister’s hand and desperately swam out the opening of 
the cave and into the light. I looked back and saw -

a snail’s shell? The cave looked awfully like the little white snail shell 
I’d picked up earlier on. I couldn’t remember where I’d kept it. It 
must’ve gotten lost in all the excitement.

Looking up, I gave out a scream of fright. Except that I was still under-
water, and instead, painfully gulped down water.

I was peering out of a glass fish bowl, into the giant eyes of an equally 
frightened stranger.
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sindoor and spit
HUNTER CUMING SHAW

One afternoon upon the Malabar coast I sit by a waterless fountain 
my muse and paint with sindoor and spit, my hands dying red and 
strangers clustered around staring at this strange boy covered in col-
ors and drooling upon a canvas. A dog approaches me and strangely 
compelled, I anoint its brow, symbolically marrying beast to the ways 
of these people. 

Later, upon a derelict train moving unrepentantly through the jungle, 
dirty, noisy, sickened myself, I take voice memos. My whispers are 
frantic, with an edge. I, a Mr. Kurtz recording his own descent into 
madness, speak of being tired, oh so tired. ‘Enough,’ I cry, ‘enough of 
this sickness, the jungle reflects my madness, and I long to be free.’
I remember an old parable. An itinerant Zen master wanders into a 
town and curious the townsfolk gather. One of the monks from the 
town’s established monastery steps forward, challenging. ‘What are 
your special Zen powers?’, the monk calls out to the wanderer, ‘my 
master can levitate, and heat water with the palm of his hand, and 
walk upon the rivers.’ The wanderer chuckles, responding placidly, 
‘ah my Zen powers are very simple. I can eat when I’m hungry, and I 
can sleep when I’m tired.’ This story has always stuck with me. There 
is something ultimate in this Zen master’s power; what is his secret?

Like an emptiness within me, I yearn for a sense of ‘freedom’ that I 
desperately desire but cannot definitively describe, pointing to a word 
that only opens into another emptiness. This yearning is manifested 
in a compulsion to move from my surroundings, travel to new spac-
es, almost continuously. I write this essay at one of the cafes I cycle 
between, escaping my room on a daily basis to write in other locales. 
I was out yesterday night, restaurants bars, shops, and I will be out 
tomorrow, and the day after. On the weekends, anxious to escape 
routine, I board random buses and disembark randomly. It is a rare 
two days if I go without trekking to some hawker center, boutique, 
speakeasy. At one time I justified this neurosis as integral to my cre-
ative process; I have stopped trying to justify it any longer. There is a 

freedom in traveling, in seeing new places and escaping old. My vi-
sion expands, as do the range of my own possibilities. But when trav-
eling becomes impulsive and obsessive it can also enslave. I must be 
cautious, so that freedom does not become the excuse for escape.

The week before last I travelled to Kerala. I was looking for escape 
from routine, freedom from responsibilities. What I found were vivid 
powders sold by the roadside. I bought vermillion, orange, carmine, 
dark purple, wrapped in newspaper packets with rubber bands. I 
brought them to a little park by the banks of the Arabian sea, and un-
wrapped them by a woman and child cast from green and crumbling 
metal atop a fountain from which sprang no life. The powder easily 
stained my skin but blew off the canvas without mark. I needed to 
dissolve it, but I had no water. And so I leaned down, and let the sa-
liva pool in my mouth before dripping out to touch the canvas below. 
Using my fingers, I rubbed it in. 

Later, upon the derelict train moving through the jungle, I felt as-
saulted. The foliage of this strange place, the colors and smells and 
sewage and lights strung through the night, the jangling of the cups 
of chai vendors who walked the carriages of the train, the foreign 
tongues, my reeling exhaustion, all compounded within me to pro-
duce a great fear. 

I had no space. The landscape beyond the metal bars of the win-
dow afforded no privacy, the streaming coconut trees and hovels lay 
close, rubbing against me, eroding the sense of self I constructed 
far from this alien world. I was disoriented, and without the comforts 
and stability of my antiseptic orderly Singapore. Here, in this alien 
landscape, all of the concerns I carried with me — success, ambition, 
the construction of projects — seemed without bearing, stood in re-
lief and seemed so contrived against the thriving fishing villages we 
past, the men singing as they walked the roads, the sound of flutes 
over the rice paddies. How easy it would be for me to escape here, to 
cover myself in colors and live by the sea forever. Of this I was afraid; 
without relevance or orientation I was mortally afraid of dissolution, of 
losing myself (a ‘myself’ inextricable from projects). Kerala carried the 
shock and vision of annihilation.

Two years before, leaving my home to embark for a new life in Sin-
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gapore, a strange mentor of mine — Kung Fu master, mystic, with 
eyes like crackling lighting — offered encouragement and a warning: 
’When you travel,’ he said, ‘you begin to see through the illusions of 
the world’.

The dog saw through my illusions. Or so I felt, as it sat there, its 
eyes unwaveringly on me, its tailing thumping the ground. The dog 
knew I was not from these parts. The dog knew I was not a trained 
painter, a legitimate ‘artist’. That I was just a foolish boy playing with 
my spit. Thumping its tail, almost as if waiting… waiting, calling me 
forward, daring me. Seized by a sudden absurdity, fully aware of the 
eyes of locals upon me, of the transgression this surely would be, an 
exhilaration coming over me, tickling, no I shouldn’t — the eyes of 
the dog, the wagging of the tail — yes! I quickly kneel, and with an 
abrupt but careful stroke anoint the brow of the dog, my two fingers 
stained with sindoor drawing an orange stroke, indelible; a symbol, 
and a pronouncement. What was this? A communion: a marriage with 
beast, the movement edgewise into a society not my own and in this 
transgression the making of something for myself. The dog simply 
stares, its tail wagging — but I can see a twinkle in its eye.

I was exhilarated because I was without care. I moved with the light-
hearted exuberance of my youth, something I have not felt for a long 
time. If this was a transgression to the laws, morals and culture of 
this place, it was not malicious but playful; what care had I for morals 
and for culture, those cumbersome and most elaborate of projects? I 
moved unencumbered. Was this to be free?
 
I remember bounding naked down dirt roads, my little legs pumping, 
my hair flying in the wind. Those were the days of my youth, and my 
parents had bet me five dollars that I would not run naked down our 
long driveway, past the fields and forests, on the return from some 
family walk. What need had I for riches? I accepted the offer out of 
an impulse for absurdity. There was such lighthearted exuberance in 
the long carefree days of youth; those were the virtue of my youth. 
Manifested precisely in the flouting of those burdens laid across me 
— self-esteem, norms, law — the vital, life-affirming movement of 
my youth was a deliberate movement in the face of, against, trans-
gressive of all those systems and expectations that the adult world 
esteems with such self-important solemnity.

I was without care, that was the heart of my freedom. And where in 
my life today do ‘cares’ most often arise? Projects, of course. To be 
carefree was to exist before I was bound up with projects and pro-
jections of projects. A time before ambition, before worldly hunger, 
before ego and the anxious wringing of hands. To be carefree was to 
have unencumbered movement, changing as the will changes, as the 
world changes. I ate when I was hungry, I slept when I was tired, and 
I ran naked down country roads when I damn well pleased.

What was it with the dog? The symbolic marriage with beast is ab-
surd, and in this a pronouncement. It is a declaration of allegiance, a 
taking of sides, a rite and so a new language, a new symbolic order 
of free play and childlike innocence and carefree transgression; the 
co-opting of a culture not my own in a space alien to me, and in ex-
erting my own logic in new ceremonies, the affirmation of myself. In 
this affirmation there is a freedom.

Ah, but perhaps I have gotten it backwards: perhaps freedom is 
not being unburdened by projects, in renunciation, but rather found 
in projects’ consummation; that is, wealth and the freedom wealth 
seems to buy. I remember hearing of a friend, a young man who upon 
the weekends went helicopter skiing, or took the g5 down to the fam-
ily island in Turks and Caicos, or did whatever else with his billion-dol-
lar inheritance. In a very real sense, what could this young man not 
do? And yet, there was a maxim I was told once: you can either eat 
well or sleep well, not both. I interpreted this as you cannot live sump-
tuously without working exhaustively… or some measure of guilt (of 
blood on the hands). To come upon a fortune like this what would I 
need to do… and would this truly set me free? I am not so sure.

The freedom of wealth lies in the luxury of being carefree. In this it is 
like youth. Is money just a way of reclaiming childhood? Perhaps it is 
only a way of returning to a time before projects and wringing hands, 
when every need was met and I had no want for anything (if only, now, 
because everything is already mine). Instead of redemption, a return 
to grace, such a state could instead be an escape from responsibility, 
the wish to return to naiveté, to infantilism. Once ‘grown up,’ once 
aware of the possibilities I can affect, the projects I can undertake 
and the change enact, it does not seem a sincere freedom to retreat 
back into the self-contained world of the impulsive and blithe. Do I 
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not have a responsibility to others, even to myself, that precludes me 
from a certain innocence? 

“If you think you’re free, there’s no escape possible” — so Ram Dass 
cautions. Freedom as escape, as constant travel, as seeing new 
lands, all are illusions. If Kerala is my freedom, then Kerala is my en-
slavement. If wealth is my freedom, then wealth is my enslavement. If 
childhood is my freedom, then childhood is my enslavement. I must 
be careful, for in seeking freedom I must not become captive of my 
desires.

Riding the train through Kerala, noisy and dirty, was to rub against 
the artificiality of my projects and projections — I was beginning to 
see through the illusions of things. If freedom is anything, it is seeing 
through the illusions of things. And the most fundamental illusion is, 
of course, the ego.
 
Back in the park, leaning down to spit upon my paintings, I unthink-
ingly inhale, and the sindoor is within me. Coughing, hacking, I try 
to wipe it off my face, my arms, but only rub it in. Later, I look up 
sindoor. Red lead, mercury sulfide. Ah, so the colors of this place are 
themselves a poison. A poison to my health, but also to that antisep-
tic orderly conception of self and all its projects I carried here — and 
I am afraid. The communion with the dog, the marriage with beasts, 
with the absurd, the spirit of transgressions — all threaten that neatly 
made self I was before, back in Singapore, bent over my projects, 
bent upon my goals. But in the poison there is perhaps a freedom.
 
Not a freedom of escape, or madness, but freedom as a realization.
 
The poison acts directly on the nervous system, breaking down. The 
colors are so incredibly vibrant, like life itself incarnate, a powder mix-
ing with my spit. If the colors will kill me, what can I do? They are such 
beautiful colors. In the end, life will kill me.
 
The ultimate freedom is perhaps accepting mortality. Mortality as the 
realization that life is fleeting, that the ego is ultimately immaterial, 
that you are not solitary but bound inextricably to others. Mortality not 
as an abstract ‘one’ will die, but as an imminent I will die. In this shock 
everything becomes so clear. What need for projects? What need for 

acts of rebellion against projects? It is simple: freedom is to change 
as the times change, to eat when I am hungry, to sleep when I am 
tired, to undertake projects when I am compelled to, to cover myself 
in colors and marry dogs when absurdity overcomes me, to allow 
myself to become sickened by train rides, to revel in naked bounding 
movements — I must forgive myself that I am anxious, tormented, 
self-doubting, obsessed with being free, I must forgive myself for be-
ing distracted, and instead: live. This is seeing through the illusions of 
the world, and finding behind it all, life, in all of its immediacy.

Kerala was flutes upon the breeze and the warm sun on the water, 
bright colors in markets filled with laughter and men who sang as they 
walked, coconut trees and fluffy rice and painting and poetry. I realize 
now that in this beautiful, strange, disorienting land I spent a week 
where I napped when I was tired and I went exploring for food when I 
was hungry. Yes, I still had obligations and responsibilities. No, I was 
not boundlessly wealthy. What did I have? I had sindoor, I had spit, I 
had able hands and a canvas before me — I had the desire to paint, 
and so I painted.
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